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In animal learning theory, the notion of habits is frequently employed to describe instrumental behaviour that is (among others): inflexible (i.e., slow to change), unconscious, insensitive to reinforcer devaluation [1,2]. It has also been suggested that learning using reinforcement learning algorithms somewhat reflects a transition from affect-based to more habit-based behaviour [2] where dual memory systems for affective working memory and standard (e.g., spatial) working memory systems exist [3,4].

Associative Two-Process theory has been proposed to explain phenomena emergent from differential outcomes training. In this procedure, animals (sometimes humans) are presented with stimuli/objects that uniquely identify differential outcomes, e.g., a circle stimulus precedes the presentation of a food outcome, a square stimulus precedes the presentation of a toy outcome. Outcomes are, in turn, mitigated by specific responses, e.g., press the right button to obtain the food, press the left button to obtain the toy. Manipulating these stimuli, response, outcome contingencies reveals the two types of memory, i.e., one that concerns ‘standard’ working memory of stimulus-response associations, the other that concerns ‘prospective’ memory, that stimulus-expectation-response follows in a sequence.

The neural dynamic relationship between the purported dual memory structures may vary depending on the stage of learning at which the animal/human (agent) has arrived at. Previously it has been suggested [5], and neural-computationally demonstrated, that a working memory route is critical in initial learning trials where the agent is presented sequentially with a given stimulus, action/behavioural options, and finally an outcome (e.g., rewarding stimulus or absence thereof). Subsequent trials lead to a dominance of affective (or otherwise prospective) memory that effectively scaffolds the learning of the outcome-achieving stimulus-response rules under conditions of relative uncertainty. Finally, during later stages of learning more ‘habitual’ responding may occur where the retrospective route becomes dominant and ‘overshadows’ the prospective memory.

In neural anatomical terms, candidate structures for implementing prospective memory include the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), which is considered to enable fast, flexible and context-based learning (particularly important in studies of reversal learning [6]). This is in contrast to the amygdala, which is considered less flexible, i.e., resistant to unlearning, but, nevertheless, critical to learning valuations of stimuli [7]. Furthermore, the interplay between the basolateral division of the amygdala (BLA) and OFC may be crucial in differential reward evaluation [8,9]. Passingham and Wise [9] have suggested that medial prefrontal cortex (PFC) has a critical role in encoding outcome-contingent choice, whereas Watanabe et al. [4] have provided evidence for the lateral PFC integrating activation inputs from ‘retrospective’ (working memory) areas such as dorsal PFC and ‘prospective’ (outcome expectant) areas such as OFC and medial PFC.

A perspective of Urcuioli [10,11] is that outcome expectancies (from prospective memory) provide a means to effectively classify stimuli. Action selection can then be simplified through exploiting affordances of the subset of those actions already associated with the outcome expectancy classes. This is a reason why participants under certain forms of differential outcomes training can immediately select the unique action that leads to the desired outcome even though the stimulus-
action (response) contingency has previously not been experienced: Subjects have already classified the stimuli according to a given outcome expectancy previously associated with an action.

In this work, I discuss the associative two-process model in relation to (standard) working memory and ‘affective working memory’ [4] as providing a means to classify stimuli. I refer to a number of animal learning paradigms that demonstrate the potential for reward and reward omission anticipation to be associated with reward-promoting behaviour (cf. [11–15]) and neural computational aspects of the interplay of affective (prospective) and working (retrospective) memory that may yield more habitual behaviour. I show that, within an associative two-process context, habits can also be understood in terms of affective working memory—specifically in relation to reward acquisition expectation and reward omission expectation. Habits, in this context are considered behaviours that are inflexibly selected for in spite of reinforcer devaluation and their rigidity reflects the certainty/uncertainty of a particular rewarding outcome.

I discuss the implications for such learning of habits and affective mediations of behaviour particularly regarding memory and clinical conditions (e.g., Alzheimer’s) and learning children. This may be informing of new digitized solutions for intervention approaches with senior citizens and pedagogy in relation to children development.
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